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RUSSIA AND THE SERBS (SERBIA) 
FROM THE EASTERN QUESTION 
TO CONTEMPORARY RELATIONS 

Dragan Petrović, Ph.D.1

Abstract: Tsarist Russia defined its policy towards the Balkans, includingSerbian territories, mostly within the framework of the Eastern Question. Thefall and collapse of the Ottoman Empire after 1683, until the end of the FirstWorld War, meant the liberation and unification of the conquered Christian,mostly Orthodox peoples of the Balkan Peninsula and, at the same time,increased the influence of Russia, the Habsburg Monarchy and some otherEuropean powers. Russia’s advantage within the Eastern Question was itscultural closeness with the Orthodox, especially Slavic peoples of the Balkans,and the joint centuries-long cooperation in the fight against the OttomanEmpire, which helped the liberation and unification of the Serbian andYugoslav peoples. In the epoch of the existence of the USSR, that role becamemore complicated during the twentieth century because of the ideologicalissues, world wars, and then the relations between the superpowers and thetwo opposing blocs. After the disappearance of the USSR and the SFRYugoslavia, modern Russia has renewed its cooperation and influence in theBalkans on new foundations. In the foreground is the energy policy of Russia,then the economics, but also the cultural and historical closeness. The gradualprocess of transforming the world order towards multipolarism and themilitary neutrality of Serbia (both BiH and the Republic of Srpska) alsorepresent a connecting factor. Serbia’s foreign policy concept of cooperationwith several world centers of power (EU, Russia, USA, and China) also affects
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the deepening of cooperation with Russia. An important issue is Russia’ssupport for Serbian interests regarding the problem of Kosovo and Metohijaand the position of the Republic of Srpska.
Keywords: Eastern Question, Russian Federation, Serbia, Kosovo and Metohija,historical and cultural closeness, energy policy.
The eastern question and Russian-Serbian relationsRussia’s attitude towards the Balkans, including the Serbian territories,developed gradually in the modern era, after the period when the Russianterritories were freeing themselves from Mongol-Tatar pressure. While theRussian territories slowly emancipated and freed themselves from Mongol-Tatar domination in the century after the Battle of Kulikovo, the Serbianterritories were under the Ottoman occupation. The symbolic wedding ofthe Byzantine princess from the royal family Palaiologus (Sofia) with theGrand Duke Ivan III gave Moscow a symbolic legacy of being the “ThirdRome” and the heir of the Roman Empire. Also, the cultural closeness withthe Byzantine heritage gave an additional patronizing relationship andcloseness to Russia as an empire in relation to the Orthodox Christianpeoples of the Balkans. The Serbs as Orthodox Slavs certainly had a specialsignificance here. The territorial and state unification of the Russianterritories during the following period was especially helped by the breakingup of the Golden Horde into several independent and semi-independentkhanates. Thus, Ivan the Terrible occupied the Kazan (1552) and AstrakhanKhanate (1556) and placed the entire waterway of the Volga in the internalcomposition of the Russian state. This was followed by the conquest of theUrals and Western Siberia, and during the 17th century of Eastern Siberia,and expanding to the Pacific. When eastern Ukraine and Kiev united withRussia in 1654, a more serious rapprochement with the Balkans began.In that direction, the geopolitical preconditions for Russia’srapprochement with the Balkans and the Serbian territories were createdfor several reasons. First, the tsarist Russia of the Romanovs was constitutedas the leading Eurasian power, which covered a colossal space,approximately from the Baltic and the Black Sea (but still without directaccess to these seas) to the Pacific in the east. However, this colossal, themost spacious empire in the world, did not have direct access to the Balticand the Black Sea even then. Moreover, it aspired to unobstructed access to
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free and warm seas (like the Mediterranean). On the other hand, theenslaved Orthodox Christian, and especially the Slavic peoples of theOttoman Empire in the Balkans and also in Asia Minor (Armenians andGreeks), saw their liberation in the resolution of the Eastern Question andthrough Russia’s help.  (Петрович, 2013, стр. 119-132, 120).The Eastern Question represented a period of more than two centuriesin which this hub was resolved. The defeat of Turkey near Vienna and thebeginning of the unstoppable process of its withdrawal from Europe and theBalkans at the end of the 17th century (starting from 1683 with the Peace ofKarlovac as a temporary determinant on that road) coincided with thecoming to power of Peter the Great. From his epoch, direct addressing andconnecting began, and therefore the cooperation with the Serbian factor inthe Balkans in favor of further resolving the Eastern Question. The commoninterest of Russia and the Serbs was obvious, i.e., the liberation of theoppressed Christian-Orthodox peoples of the Balkans (including the Serbs)and the expulsion of the Ottoman occupier from these areas. Figuratively,during the entire period of the Eastern Question, the sublimation of thisaspiration was the transformation of the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople intoan Orthodox Christian cathedral again. The Serbs cooperated in resolving theEastern Question with other Christian powers, primarily with the HabsburgMonarchy, the Venetian Republic, etc., but Russia increasingly won their trustdue to Slavism, Orthodoxy, and the long history of joint struggle against theOttoman Empire. When Eastern Ukraine and Kiev joined Russia underAtaman Khmelnytsky in 1654, it started to approach the Balkans. In theperiod of Peter the Great, Russia had a colossal continental mass of Eurasia,from the Baltic Sea and the Sea of Azov to the Pacific. Therefore, its aspirationto extend to the coastal seas and, at the same time, to become an importantfactor in resolving the Eastern Question was an interconnected process. Thus,the aspiration of Orthodox Christians to free themselves through the EasternQuestion from the Ottoman Empire and the interests of Russia coincided(Успенски, 2013); Поповић, 2003; Нарочницкого, 2003). On the one hand, Russia’s interest was to reach the warm seas with newterritorial expansions, but also to support the creation and expansion of thenewly created Orthodox peoples’ (and often Slavic) states in the Balkans andthe Middle East, which Russia considered as akin and cultural-civilizational closestates. During the 18th century, Russia became more and more geographically“closer” to the Balkans because it took control of the north and east Black Sea
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coasts as a result of a series of victories in the wars with the Ottoman Empire,and on the other hand, by the expansions at the expense of Poland.The attractiveness of Russia compared to other Christian powers inresolving the Eastern Question was significantly bigger, especially for theSerbs, which was shown by the fact that in the 18th century, on severaloccasions, there were migrations from the area under the Habsburgmonarchy to the eastern Ukrainian steppes and other areas of then southernRussia (Рудјаков, 1995). The cooperation between the Serbian OrthodoxChurch and Russia and the Russian Orthodox Church has been especiallyintense since the Middle Ages. In that direction, the historian Dejan Tanićspeaks about the phase of the spiritual-ideological aspect which lasted untilthe end of the 16th century, then the political-diplomatic phase which lasteduntil the beginning of the 18th century, and the cultural-educational phasewhich lasted until Vuk’s reforms (Танић, 2013, стр. 7-9). From the final decades of the 18th century, therefore, Russia’s influencein the Balkans and the Serbian territories increased due to the occupationof the entire Black Sea north coast, the conquest of Bessarabia, and reachingof the Danube’s estuary at the beginning of the 19th century. On the otherhand, after the peace in Iasi in 1791, the Belgrade Pashaluk returned to theOttoman Empire after the occupation of the Habsburg monarchy, but nowit has gained certain autonomy. During the First Serbian Uprising, Russiaand insurgent Serbia were allies and Russian troops came to Serbia in a jointvictorious fight against the Ottoman Empire. When Napoleon left for Russiain 1812, Alexander I was forced to sign the Peace Treaty of Bucharest withTurkey. However, in point eight, Serbia was guaranteed broad autonomy. Itwas an important international treaty, which helped Milos Obrenovic not tore-enter the armed conflict with the Ottoman Porte after 1815. Using theachievements of the Vienna Congress and the fact that Russia was one ofthe leading victors over Napoleon (the Great Alliance) enabled Milos a greatinfluence on the organization of Europe. After that, the Principality of Serbia,although it remained out of the war conflict with the Ottoman Empire,gained several expansions and confirmation of its growing independence.2Russia’s victory in the war with Turkey and the Treaty of Edirne brought
2 Although neutral in that war, with Milos’s diplomacy, Serbia achieved that the Bosnianviziers and the Skadar pashas did not arrive in time to help the sultan in key battleswith the Russian army. 



Milos’s Serbia the Hatisheriff from 1830, confirming the previous greatautonomy to the level of internal independence, and with Hatisheriff from1833, Serbia gained the expansion by six nahiyes.
The importance of Tsarist Russia in international relations

in the new age period, and Russian-Serbian relationsIn modern history, Russia has practically continuously increased itssignificance and influence, including during the epoch of the EasternQuestion. Territorial expansion in Eurasia, an increase of the number ofinhabitants, military and economic power, participation in variousvictorious coalitions in European affairs, made Russia a great power. Duringthe 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, it geographically approachedthe Balkans, occupying the entire northern and eastern shores of the BlackSea, and finally the Danube estuary. That process was not absolutelystraightforward. This was the case after the defeat in the Crimean War,where the Paris Peace Agreement of 1856 was not particularly exemplarytowards Russian interests, but it was still a step back from the previouspositions. Half a century after that, the defeat in the war with Japan in theFar East and the beginning of the internal revolution were also an obviousstep back. At the internal level, modernization, the liberation of serfs, theprocess of urbanization and development, which had its backlogs andcontradictions that will remain evident until the Great War, continued. Takenas a whole, with some setbacks, Russia in the entire modern history and theprocess of resolving the Eastern Question was advancing and developinguntil the Great War of 1914. That Great War, especially the OctoberRevolution, represented a watershed, and a completely new position ofSoviet Russia (USSR) in relation to the previous epoch.The characteristics of Russian-Serbian relations during the EasternQuestion, until the beginning of the First Serbian Uprising, were as follows:1) a constant deepening of ties, as a consequence of the coincidence ofinterests in the direction of the fight against the Ottoman Empire, andcultural and national kinship; 2) Russia’s constant territorial approach tothe Balkans and the Serbian territories, especially during the second half ofthe 18th century. However, in the physical sense, there was no contactbetween the Russian Army and the Serbian people in the Balkans, except
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for the assistance provided to Montenegro by the navy and in other ways.There was also the migration of the Serbs to south Russia, primarily today’sarea of   eastern Ukraine. Within the attitude of the Western powers towardsthe Serbian issue, the attitude they had towards Russia was also important.Great Britain (and later such a course was largely accepted by the UnitedStates during the twentieth century) saw Russia as the most importantplanetary adversary within its geopolitical interests. Great Britain viewedthe Serbian factor mostly negatively since it was close to Russia. In principle,France took a far more favorable attitude towards both Russia and theSerbian issue. Germany had a changing attitude towards Russia until theconclusion of the Franco-Russian alliance in 1891. Before Germanunification, the most important German states also had a changing attitudetowards Russia. However, after Bismarck came down from power, Germanytightened its policy towards Russia. This coincided with the worsening ofthe policy of the Habsburg monarchy towards the Serbs and the binding ofVienna to the policy of Berlin.The characteristics of Russian-Serbian relations from the First SerbianUprising until the end of the First World War were as follows: 1) more directcooperation, the Russian army physically present in the First SerbianUprising, and then through volunteers in the Serbian-Turkish wars of 1876and 1877-78; 2) in the later war (1877-78), the Russian army fought againstTurkey in the Balkans (in present-day Bulgaria). The situation was similarin the First World War. During the 19th and the beginning of the 20thcentury, Russia’s relations with Serbia and Montenegro deepened in themilitary, political, spiritual, cultural, and economic domains. This did notapply evenly to all periods, so there was a cooling of relations during thereign of the King of Milan when official Belgrade pursued an Austrophilepolicy. Montenegro relied on Russia practically all the time of its existencein the modern period, although, at the same time, it established relationsand cooperation with some other powers. Since the formation of the Franco-Russian alliance in the early 1990s, Montenegro has been oriented in thatdirection (besides, it maintained friendly relations with Italy, and even withAustro-Hungary), and Serbia was definitely tied in that direction after theMay coup in 1903. Russia finally entered the Great War precisely on the issueof the Austro-Hungarian attack on Serbia. Of course, the motives for thegreat European conflict were more complex and embedded in the long-termcontradictions between the two opposing military-political blocs of the
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Entente and the Central Powers. Russia’s entry into conflict with the CentralPowers over Serbia (Austria-Hungary wanted its local war with Serbia withthe support of Germany) while the Russian army and economy were not yetready for a major conflict, recovering from the internal revolution and warwith Japan 1904-1905, represented great help to the Serbs and thesignificant support in the just ended era of resolving the Eastern Question.The victories of Serbia and Montenegro in the Balkan wars marked the endof the era of the Eastern Question for the Serbs, but a great conflict wasimposed on them by the Central Powers in 1914.
Russian-Serbian relations after 1918It was the paradox that, after the October Revolution, Russia, which wasone of the pillars of the Entente and made great sacrifices until the beginningof 1918 for its final success, after the victory of the Bolsheviks, became acountry opposed to the victorious Versailles system for ideological reasons.In that direction, both Serbian and Yugoslav unification remained withoutRussia’s support in the Versailles Peace Treaty. This was one of theimportant reasons why a great Serbian united state could not be formed inVersailles. This issue was not supported by Western powers, but also fromFrance. Instead, a Yugoslav state was created. In the interwar period, therelations of Soviet Russia with the Versailles system in Europe were evenhostile in the first phase (and thus with the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, theywere far from the previous centuries-old Serbian-Russian friendlycooperation). The turning point was the arrival of the Nazis to power, theentry of the USSR into the League of Nations and the Franco-Soviet Pact,which had only a partial result in the existing balance of power in Europe(Петровић, 2019, стр. 115-118). The USSR was in a kind of isolation duringa significant part of the interwar period in relation to the Versailles systemin Europe. All this was reflected in the Soviet-Yugoslav relations. Due toideological differences, blood ties of the Karadjordjevic dynasty with theexecuted Romanov dynasty, but also due to the opposition that the Bolshevikregime in Moscow had to the Versailles system and Yugoslavia as its link,the differences between the authorities in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia andthe USSR were very pronounced. Even in the period after the entry of theUSSR into the League of Nations and Moscow’s rapprochement with Paris
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and Prague, these relations slowly warmed up, which was largely aconsequence of the concept of Prince Pavle and Milan Stojadinović. Overtime, there came to the warming and rapprochement, while official relationswere not established until June 1940, but then started to deepen.3The Second World War additionally brought together the Russian andSerbian peoples, who were fighting on the same side. After the war, althoughboth countries were socialist, there were differences. The USSR was a worldsuperpower and the leader of the Eastern Bloc. It regained the territories itpartially lost after the foreign intervention and the civil war on the westernoutskirts of the country. Moreover, it possessed nuclear weapons and apermanent seat on the Security Council with the right of veto.During the twentieth century, the Serbian and Russian people, that is,the states in which they lived (USSR and Yugoslavia), had specific andunequal relations in the complex ideological and then the Cold Waropposites of Europe and the world. The Kingdom of Yugoslavia was evenamong the last states in the interwar period to establish diplomatic relationswith the USSR, and relations between Tito’s Yugoslavia and the USSR werechangeable, although close in principle.After the disintegration of the complex states in which they were in1992, Russia and Serbia (FRY) came out of that process evidently severelymutilated (to this the mostly unfounded accusations that they had the roleof hegemon in the USSR and the SFRY should be added), leaving outsidetheir borders significant parts of their own people. After the difficult 1990s,which were hard for both countries, it seemed that, in the past two decades,mutual relations had been rising constantly and with even greaterpredispositions for future development. With the fall of the Berlin Wall and the disappearance of the USSR, a(temporary) monopolar world order emerged with the dominance of theUSA and NATO. Within that emerging monopolar world order, the Yugoslavcrisis developed, which ended during the 1990s to the detriment of theSerbian factor. During that period, although after several decades spent in acomplex state, independent states emerged. The Serbs (the Federal Republic
3 More details in Dragan Petrovic’s books: Краљевинa Срба, Хрвата и Словенаца иСовјетскa Русијa (СССР), Краљевина Југославија и СССР 1929-1935, КраљевинаЈугославија – СССР 1935-1941 (Петровић, 2018; Петровић, 2019; Петровић, 2017).



of Yugoslavia) and Russia could not develop adequate cooperation in suchcircumstances. Russia was not in a position to help resolve the Yugoslavcrisis equally and fairly.
Russian-Serbian relations after 2000However, since Vladimir Putin came to power, Russia has gradually andsignificantly strengthened. In these last two decades, relations betweenSerbia (FRY until 2006, i.e., Serbia and Montenegro) and the Republic ofSrpska, and Russia were good and multidimensional. During this period,Russian-Serbian relations were developing on the basis of traditionalcloseness, but also in the context of geopolitical and state interests of bothsides. Regarding the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, Russia supported Serbia.Russia is interested in preserving the territorial integrity of Serbia forseveral reasons. It is a principled position on the immutability of bordersby unilateral pressures. Secondly, in this epoch of aggressive policy of theUSA and NATO, first of all, the status quo in international relations suitsRussia better. Next, the Serbian factor is close and traditionally friendly, andstable Serbia is in Russia’s interest. Moreover, the precedents in the formerYugoslavia could serve as a laboratory and a precedent in a number of otherneuralgic points, including the post-Soviet space where Russia has first-ratestrategic interests. Through its support to Serbia on the issue of Kosovo andMetohija, Russia has an additional factor of influence in the Balkans, whichconfirms its status of great power.Serbian political scientist Dragan Simeunović points out that “VladimirPutin’s rise as a statesman and international successes as the President ofRussia, the renewal of the Russian state and military power, and hisdetermination to question the fate of Serbia, has made visible Russia’spopularity in the eyes of Serbs again, and the myth of the fraternal andprotective position of Russia has gained new strength” (Симеуновић, 2018,стр. 318). The re-strengthening of Russia in the era of Vladimir Putinstrengthened the traditional faith of the Serbian population in Russia.Political scientist Leonas Tolvaishis believes that after the withdrawalof its peacekeeping contingent from the UN forces in Kosovo and Metohijain 2003, Russia primarily concentrated the concept of “soft power” on theSerbian territories. It is a range of cooperation in the field of politics, defense,
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economy, and cultural identity. In the field of politics, it is primarily Russia’ssupport for the territorial integrity of Serbia regarding Kosovo and Metohija.It is important for Russia that in 2007 Serbia declared military neutrality asa state concept. It is also important that Serbia became an observer in theCSTO. In 2017, Serbia bought military equipment from Russia, primarily sixMiG-29 aircraft, thirty T-72 tanks, armored personnel carriers, and other(Толвайшисю, 2019, стр. 99-102).In economic terms, during the last two decades, in parallel with theeconomic and social rise of Russia, its economic cooperation with theBalkans, including the Serbian territories, has intensified. At the beginningof the second decade of the 21st century, the foreign trade cooperationbetween Serbia and the Russian Federation was around 3 billion euros4, andin the following years, it will experience smaller fluctuations. The coverageof Serbian exports to Russia in relation to imports increased from aboutone-seventh of the total bilateral exchange in 2008 to one-third in 2018. Ifwe look at the bilateral trade exchange between the two countries in recentyears, we can see that from 2013 to 2018, this balance was quite stable, i.e.,that the coverage of imports by exports was about 40 to 60%. Exports wereapproximately one billion dollars and imports about two billion dollars(Привредна комора Србије, 2019). Russia is generally in the fourth place of Serbia’s foreign trade partners,behind Germany, Italy, and China. The structure of Serbian exports isdominated by food products, clothing, pneumatic products, etc. In thestructure of imports, energy, oil and gas are in the first place, accounting forover 60% (Петровић и Јокић, 2015, стр. 104-110). It is clear that such ahigh structure of energy imports, called an inelastic type of product ineconomic science (for which it is difficult to find a substitute), conditionsthe negative bilateral foreign trade balance of the two countries to thedetriment of Serbia. Therefore, it is no wonder that Russia has had a positiveforeign trade balance with the world for years, often twice as much
4 The record in the foreign trade of the two countries was achieved back in 2008 whenit amounted to $4 billion. For example, in 2019, $3.6 billion was reached. However,compared to 2008, Serbian exports in the foreign trade of the two countries areextremely advanced, so in 2008 it amounted to only $500 million (one-eighth of thetotal bilateral exchange that year), and in 2019 as much as $1 billion (close to 30% ofbilateral trade) (Политика, 2013). 
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nominally as imports because the dependence on imports of its energysources is high (Привредна комора Србије, 2019). There are as many as 895 active business entities on the territory ofSerbia, whose majority owners are legal entities from the Russian Federation.In the institutional sense of economic cooperation, the Free TradeAgreement signed in 2001 is important. It is one of the few that Russia hassigned with some country, and it provides ample opportunities forsuccessful bilateral cooperation. For almost two decades, this agreementhas only been partially used in relation to the possibilities and theperspective of increasing cooperation. The Agreement of February 28, 2008,signed after the session of the expert working group of the Government ofthe Republic of Serbia and the Government of Moscow determined the basicdirections for strengthening trade and economic cooperation. (Петровић,2018, стр. 401-402). On the issue of military cooperation, the status ofmilitary neutrality of Serbia positively affects the maintenance of militarycooperation with Russia as well. In 2014, Vladimir Putin attended themilitary parade of the Serbian Army in Belgrade, which was held for the firsttime in three decades (Восток, 2019). Since 2014, Serbia has been regularly participating in the SlavicBrotherhood Military Exercise together with Russia and Belarus. During2019, Serbia held four military exercises with Russia (Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies, 2019). In recent years, Serbia has stepped up its armspurchases from Russia, and since 2013, Serbia has been granted observerstatus within the Collective Security Treaty Organization (ОрганизацияДоговора о коллективной безопасности, 2020).5For Serbia (and the Republic of Srpska), the integration processes andinternational organizations in which the Russian Federation is located arean additional factor in relations with Russia. It is the whole spectrum,starting from the post-Soviet space, where the Eurasian Union dominatesin the economic sense, then the Commonwealth of Independent States, andfinally, in the security sense, the Organization for Collective Security andCooperation. Then follows the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and the
5 Within its observer status, Serbia monitors the activities of the CSTO continuously,thus, among other things, the National Assembly of Serbia has been an observer ofthe work of the CSTO Parliamentary Assembly for years.



BRICS, which have a wider (Eurasian, i.e., the world) significance. Serbia hasthe status of an observer within the SCO. Serbia is a status-neutral state inmilitary terms, so cooperation with the CSTO (where it is an observer), andin the future with the SCO, may suit it to strengthen its neutral status. Whenit comes to the Eurasian Union, first of all, the CIS and especially the BRICS,Serbia can strengthen its economic cooperation. For example, the BRICSDevelopment Bank also provides loans to third countries withoutconditioning the application of the economic concept or even political issues.If we consider the importance of Serbia in the official strategic documentsof the Russian Federation in the last twenty years, we can notice thefollowing. The 2000 document, as the first strategic concept since PresidentVladimir Putin came to power, cites the Russian Federation’s interest in thesurvival of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and the issue of Kosovo andMetohija” as the most important in the Balkans”. Russia’s direct interest waslinked to the survival and the territorial integrity of the FRY because thealternative was the possibility of a “general Balkan conflict”. The next strategicdocument of the Russian Federation from 2008 does not mention Serbia atall. The 2013 strategic document states the importance of the Balkans inRussia’s transport and energy policy and provides a general guideline forsupporting the territorial integrity of the Balkan states, including Serbia. Itis similar in the 2016 document. Russian political scientists Bokerija andPejic, on the other hand, point out that although in the official documents thestrategy towards Serbia is not particularly elaborated and even mentionedin some of them, the importance of the Balkans and Russian-Serbian relationsis evident. In the light of the transport of Russian energy, the fact that Serbiaterritorial integrity is endangered on the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, thisinsistence on territorial integrity is of special importance. The high frequencyof mutual meetings at the top in recent years is pointed out. The record wasin 2017 when as many as six such meetings were organized. In 2013, theDeclaration on Strategic Partnership was signed between Serbia and Russia,where, in addition to economic cooperation, the possibility of militarycooperation was also mentioned. The issue of Kosovo and Metohija, i.e., theterritorial integrity of Serbia, was mentioned as one of the important factorsof the Russian side in mutual summits, but also in the statements of theRussian side. After the introduction of sanctions regarding the Ukrainiancrisis by a number of Western countries, Serbia did not participate in it(Бокерия и Пеич, 2018. стр. 93-96). 
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For official Russia, the issue of Kosovo and Metohija is primarily a questionof the territorial status and integrity of Serbia. Therefore, Russia refers toResolution 1244, which considers Kosovo and Metohija as an integral part ofthe FR Yugoslavia, i.e., Serbia. Some Russian political scientists, such as SergeiVyacheslavovich Moshkin, believe that after the annexation of Crimea toRussia and the separation of Abkhazia and South Ossetia from Georgia, as wellas some other controversial situations in the post-Soviet space, the territorialintegrity is not considered so decisively final category in internationalrelations. (Вјачеславович, 2018, стр. 164). An Austrian expert oninternational law Benedikt Harzl thinks similarly. He assumes that if Kosovowere alienated from Serbia under any explanation, then a similar status issuewould be raised for the post-Soviet space and, for example, the issues ofAbkhazia, South Ossetia, and others (Гарцлъ, 2018, стр. 105). 
Perspectives of Russian-Serbian cooperationThe modern world is in the process of growing from a monopolar, whereit was after the “fall of the Berlin Wall” towards a multipolar one. In additionto the United States, other world powers, primarily China, Russia, and evenIndia, Germany, France, Britain, Japan, and Brazil, have a significant influencein the multipolar world order. The collapse of the neoliberal economic andsocial concept in recent years has hit the United States and the Anglo-Saxonworld the hardest. The planetary process of the easy transition of the centerof the world economy from the North Atlantic to the Pacific region is alsounderway (with an emphasis on China, but also other countries and areas ofthe Far East and the west coast of Anglo-America). In the new circumstances,the BRICS countries, in particular, will stand out as “continent countries”with large territories, large populations, and natural resources. In thatdirection, the Russian Federation gained additional importance. Its energysources and other strategic resources (metal and non-metal ores, cleandrinking water, forests, arable land) will gain in importance. When it comesto oil and gas, for example, the neighboring macro-regions (China, EUcountries, Japan, India, etc.) are increasingly deficient in these resources, andRussia will be able to export in respectable quantities in the coming decades.It is clear from all this that Serbia’s strategic interest is to maintain and
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expand the closest possible cooperation with Russia, with which it sharesethnic and cultural closeness and historical alliance.In the strategic sense, this cooperation consists of political and securityties because the Russian Federation represents an important pole of influencein international relations, including the Balkan Peninsula. This especiallyrefers to the issue of Kosovo and Metohija and Russia’s support for Serbia.Russia is also acting positively on the issue of the position of the Republic ofSrpska and the respect for the Dayton Accords, as one of the signatories ofthis international peace agreement which regulates peace in Bosnia andHerzegovina. Integrations in the post-Soviet space and internationalorganizations in which Russia participates (SCO, CSTO, BRICS, Eurasian Union,CIS) are also important for the interests of Serbia, which has opted for aneutral position in terms of security. In the economic sense, regardless of theproclaimed policy towards the EU, Serbia is interested in economiccooperation with Russia and integrations in which it has an important role.After all, Serbia has a special status in trade cooperation with Russia, and,among other things, the status of an observer in relation to the CSTO. Russiasupports the change of Djukanovic’s regime and concept in Montenegro,which was achieved in the parliamentary elections on August 30, 2020. Thesechanges are in the Serbian interest for several reasons, primarily in improvingthe strategic relations between Serbia and Montenegro. Cooperation in thefield of culture, tourism, transport also offers great potential.In the economic domain, Serbia is directed to import primarily Russianenergy. On the other hand, in the structure of exports, special potentialrepresents the food products and cooperation with Russia in jointproduction and the agreed placement for Russian areas of deficientagricultural products and the introduction of high technologies (Буквич,Пайович, Петрович, 2016). 
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